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ABSTRACT
Venue category recommendation is an essential application for

the tourism and advertisement industries, wherein it may sug-

gest attractive localities within close proximity to users’ current

location. Considering that many adults use more than three so-

cial networks simultaneously, it is reasonable to leverage on this

rapidly growing multi-source social media data to boost venue rec-

ommendation performance. Another approach to achieve higher

recommendation results is to utilize group knowledge, which is

able to diversify recommendation output. Taking into account these

two aspects, we introduce a novel cross-network collaborative rec-

ommendation framework C3R, which utilizes both individual and

group knowledge, while being trained on data from multiple social

media sources. Group knowledge is derived based on new cross-

source user community detection approach, which utilizes both

inter-source relationship and the ability of sources to complement

each other. To fully utilize multi-source multi-view data, we pro-

cess user-generated content by employing state-of-the-art text, im-

age, and location processing techniques. Our experimental results

demonstrate the superiority of our multi-source framework over

state-of-the-art baselines and different data source combinations.

In addition, we suggest a new approach for automatic construc-

tion of inter-network relationship graph based on the data, which

eliminates the necessity of having pre-defined domain knowledge.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There has been an exponential growth of publicly available data on

the Web. This growth may be linked to users using multiple online

social networks, such as that seen among many adult users, who

were found to use three or more online social networks daily [8].

These social networks are inter-connected through the deployment

of the so-called cross-linking functionality [10, 33], which offers

information about the same users from different perspectives [9].
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In an attempt to make sense of the overwhelming amount of multi-

source data, various recommender systems were designed to extract

relevant information from individual users. However, most of them

utilize data from a single-source or of a single modality, while disre-

garding the potential of cross-source multi-modal recommendation.

Another aspect which lacks research, and is worth exploring, is the

role of personal and group knowledge integration in cross-source

multi-modal recommendation. It has been established in an ear-

lier study that effective recommendation can be achieved based on

the combination of group and individual knowledge [7, 53]. While

individual knowledge is useful for the incorporation of personal

experience [48], group knowledge helps to improve the recommen-

dation diversity [26].

Aiming to bridge these two research gaps, in this study, we focus

on the problem of recommendation across data sources (also
known as cross-domain recommendation) based on multi-view so-

cial media data. Specifically, this work is devoted to the emerging

topic of venue category recommendation [4, 18, 49], where we rec-

ommend a ranked list of Foursquare venue categories to users with

accounts in three social networks, namely Twitter, Instagram, and

Foursquare [19]. By performing filtering based on venue categories

of places around user’s current location, our recommender system

does not depend on any particular geographical area. This means

that it can be used for many real-world scenarios, such as tourist

route planning [32], facility arrangement [46], or interactive mo-

bile assistance [20]. For example, based on one’s venue category

preferences, we could further recommend a particular venue (i.e.

Chinese Restaurant, Movie Theatre, etc.) near his/her current lo-

cation, rather than a similar place located far away, even if the

venue located farther away may slightly better fit his/her prefer-

ences. Last but not least, the venue category recommendation (but

not venue recommendation) also helps to overcome evaluation

difficulty, which often arises due to location datasets’ sparsity.

Despite its potential, we recognize the challenges of integrating

cross-source venue category recommendation with individual and

group knowledge. One challenge is data integration. Multiple

data sources often describe distinct sides of users’ activities. For

example, Twitter may casually reveal users’ daily life updates, while

Instagram may uncover their visual preferences. At the same time,

social media content comes in many forms (modalities), such as text,

images or videos, which also exhibit different facets of users’ online

experiences. Suchmulti-sourcemulti-modal datamust be integrated

into one recommendation framework in a mutually-consistent fash-

ion, which is an open research problem. Another challenge pertains

to group representation learning. Group representation can be

naturally expressed in the form of user communities, which must

be extracted from heterogeneous multi-source data. However, the

detection of such user communities from multi-source multi-modal
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data is not an easy task due to the necessity of proper inter-source

and intra-source relationship modeling.

Inspired by previous studies and the challenges above, we seek to

address three research questions. First, to support the assumptions

behind this study, it is important to answer: (RQ1) Is it possible
to improve the recommendation performance by integrat-
ing individual and group knowledge? Second, even though the

topic has been discussed with respect to some problems, it is still un-

clear if: (RQ2) Inter-source relationship information enable
us to find better user communities. Finally, for further recom-

mendation improvement, it is important to understand: (RQ3)
What the contribution is of each data source (modality) to-
wards venue category recommendation.

To answer these research questions, we introduce a novel recom-

mender framework C3R that utilizes group and individual knowl-

edge to performCross-Source UserCommunity-BasedCollaborative
venue categoryRecommendation. Individual knowledge is obtained

from user’s experience, which is modeled as the distribution among

venue categories that a user has visited in past. To incorporate

group knowledge, we detected cross-source user communities in a

latent space, where the relationship between users is modeled as a

multi-layer graph. The community detection approach incorporates

inter-source relationships during the process of learning individ-

ual source representations and preserves inter-source consistency

at the stage of learning latent sources’ representation. The inter-

source relationship graph is computed automatically from the data

and further utilized via novel graph-constrained regularization. The

experimental results show that our framework can achieve better

recommendation performance in three geographical regions, as

compared to state-of-the-art baselines and different data source

combinations.

The main contributions of this paper are threefold: First, we

present a cross-source venue recommendation framework that

utilizes both individual and group knowledge; second, we propose a

novel cross-source user community detection approach that

utilizes both inter-source relationship and sources’ ability to com-

plement each other via efficient regularization; third, we suggest

a new approach for automatic construction of inter-source
relationship graph based on the data, which eliminates the ne-

cessity of having expert knowledge.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Probably one of the first studies towards improving recommenda-

tion performance based on multi-source data was conducted by

Abel et al. [1]. The authors aggregated user profiles from Flickr,

Twitter, and Delicious to demonstrate that their cross-network user

modeling strategies have a large impact on the recommendation

quality in cold-start settings. At the same time, Tiroshi et al. [47]

utilized network-related and domain-related features to perform

user interest recommendation. Later on, Yan et al. [56] proposed a

two-stage solution of cross-source video recommendation problem:

first, user preferences were transferred from an auxiliary network

by learning cross-network behavior correlations; next, the trans-

ferred preferences were integrated with the observed behaviors

on target network in an adaptive fashion. Concurrently, Qian et

al. [37] introduced a probabilistic framework that solved the prob-

lem of cross-domain recommendation by utilizing shared domain

priors and modality priors for collaborative learning of a latent

representation. Recently, Farseev et al. [18] performed cross-source

venue category recommendation by implementing a recommender

system based on their proposed Multi-Source re-Ranking approach,

where the ranks of individual sources were obtained by performing

nearest neighbor collaborative filtering. These works are related to

our study regarding the cross-source approaches utilized. Finally,

Farseev et al. [17] and Wang et al. [52] proposed cross-domain rec-

ommender systems, where inter-domain linking was implemented

via the so-called “bridge” users (social media users who have ac-

counts on two or more social networks). However, they do not

incorporate both group and individual knowledge into recommen-

dation, which our study is recommending, and is an essential aspect

of our study.

At the same time, several works highlighted the potential of

multi-source data to find better user communities. For example, Su

et al. [45] demonstrated the usefulness of multi-source community

discovery for various applications; Rhouma and Romdhane [40] pro-

posed an approach for multi-source user community detection in

partially-overlapping social network graphs; while Dong et al. [12]

introduced a multi-source clustering approach, where the distance

between different data sources was measured on Grassmann Mani-

folds. The works mentioned above are supportive of utilizing multi-

source community detection strategies; however, they are limited

because inter-source relationship was not incorporated during the

community discovery process. This could potentially lead to sub-

optimal results in real world settings.

There were also research efforts in studying the contribution

of multiple data sources for different applications. For example,

Farseev et al. [15, 16] proposed a multi-source multi-task learning

frameworks that aim to combine multi-source multimodal data and

data from wearable sensors for Body Mass Index inference; while

Song et al. [44] and Akbari et al. [3] developed multi-task learning

frameworks for user interests inference and wellness events catego-

rization, respectively. In these four studies, the inference category

relationship “weights” were automatically inferred from the data

and used to guide the learning model, which can also be applied to

solve our problem.

3 CROSS-SOURCE RECOMMENDATION
Strategic decision making is known to be influenced by external

factors like personal experiences and public opinions [5]. The public

opinion can be expressed by explicit and implicit user communities

that are formed based on social relations and their data similarity,

respectively. This phenomenon can be leveraged to enhance rec-

ommendation performance. To do so, we perform venue category

recommendation based on both personal and group knowledge,

which naturally models the impact of society on an individual’s

behavior during the selection of a new place to go. Formally, our

proposed C3R recommendation approach is defined as follows:

rec(u) = sort

(
γ · vecu + θ

∑
v∈Cu vecv
|Cu |

)
(1)

where vecu is the distribution of the user u among items (venue

categories) in u’s past, and
∑
v ∈Cu vecv

|Cu |
is the normalized (by the
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number of members in user communityCu ) distribution of all com-

munity members among venue categories in Cu’s past, γ controls

the personal aspect of recommendation, while θ regulates the group

experience impact of the user community Cu . Besides the benefits
described earlier, incorporation of user communities reduces the

search space during the recommendation process and provides bet-

ter candidates to compare for further collaborative filtering [42].

While personal information (i.e. users’ previous activity) is often

available, in most of the cases user communities are not explicitly

indicated, which gives rise to user community detection challenge.

4 USER COMMUNITY DETECTION
4.1 Similarity Graph Construction
The first step in finding representative user groups is the modeling

of users’ relationships in the form of a graph so that dense sub-

graphs of such graph can be treated as user communities. The graph

can be constructed based on: (a) social connections between users

(i.e. follower/followee relationship) that are often hidden behind

the privacy settings; or (b) user-generated content (UGC), where

similarity between users is estimated as a distance between data

representations of users and each data source (modality) modeled

as a layer in a multi-layer graph. In our work, we adopt the graph

construction based on UGC to avoid privacy concerns and limita-

tions in mining explicit user social relations. Specifically, for every

graph node pair (i, j) from them-th graph layer, the corresponding

distance can be computed by applying Heat kernel:

dmi, j = e
−
| |xmi −xmj | |

2

σ ,

where | |xmi −xmj | | is the Euclidean norm, and σ is a graph sparsity-

related parameter that could be found by grid search. There are

certain benefits of such graph construction approach [14]. Firstly,

it does not suffer from the lack of information about users’ rela-

tionship, since the relations between users are simply modeled as

distances between users based on UGC similarity. Secondly, it nat-

urally solves the problem of cross-region recommendation, where

the condition for related users to be explicitly connected in social

networks is relaxed.

4.2 Problem Formulation
To simplify the reading process, we summarize all defined notations

in Table 1.

One of the commonly used formulations of the community de-

tection problem is its representation in a form of NCut formulation,

which conditions the sum of graph edges’ weights in each com-

munity to be minimized among all communities [43]. This simply

means that all communities are formed by users that are most “sim-

ilar” to each other. Such a definition is naturally applicable to our

task of group representation learning based on users’ interests. We

thus adopt the NCut formulation in our study. The NCut definition

is given below:

NCut (C1, ..., Ck ) =
k∑
i=1

W (Ci , C i )

vol (Ci )
=

k∑
i=1

cut (Ci , C i )

vol (Ci )
,

wherevol(Ci ) is the sum of weights of all edges attached to vertices

in Ci .

Table 1: Notations summary

Symb. Description

vecu Distribution of the user u among items (venue cate-

gories) in u’s past

Cu Community of the user u

γ Parameter that controls personal aspect of rec-n

θ Parameter that controls group aspect of rec-n

N Number of users

M Number of data sources (graph layers)

Li Laplacian matrix of the i-th layer

Ui Eigendecomposition matrix of the i-th layer

L̂i Inter-layer relationship regularized Laplacian of the

i-th layer

Ûi Inter-layer relationship regularized eigendecomposi-

tion matrix of the i-th layer

L̂mod Sub-space regularized Laplacian matrix

WR Adjacency matrix of inter-layer similarity graph

k Parameter that controls the number of clusters

α Parameter that controls sub-space regularization

βi Parameter that controls inter-layer regularization for

the layer i

However, the NCut problem is proven to beNP-hard [51]. Fortu-

nately, there exists a state-of-the-art approximation that is defined

as a standard trace minimization (also known as spectral cluster-
ing) [50]:

min

U ∈Rn×k
tr(U ⊺LsymU ), s .t . U ⊺U = I . (2)

By the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem, the solution of the problem in

Equation (2) is given by the first k eigenvectors of the normalized

graph Laplacian Lsym = I − D−
1

2WD−
1

2 , whereW is adjacency

matrix, and D is degree matrix [30]. The mapping of each user to a

cluster can be further obtained by i.e. k-means clustering over the

eigenvector space [50].

4.3 Spectral clustering on multi-layer graph
The well-known disadvantages of early fusion and late fusion data

aggregation strategies [3] encourage us to perform joint clustering

from all graph layers simultaneously. The final data representation

(latent representation) must be consistent with all graph layers so

that clustering will not be biased towards individual graph layers.

One way to keep the latent representation consistent to all layers

of the multi-layer graph is to apply regularization during the clus-

tering process, which will keep graph layers “close” to the target

representation. A well-adopted approach for measuring “closeness"

between target latent spaceU and the space of each layerUi is based
on Grassman Manifolds [25], where the projected distance between

two spaces S1 and S2 on Grassman Manifold is equal to [12]:

d2

Proj (S1, S2) =
1

2

| |S1S
⊺
1
− S2S

⊺
2
| |2F , (3)

where | |A| |F is the Frobenius norm [22] of the matrix A.
Since mappings S1S

⊺
1
and S2S

⊺
2
preserve distinctness [12], we

consider the projection distance as a distance measure between

subspaces. The distance between target subspace S and all the other

individual subspaces {Si }
M
i=1 can thus be defined as the sum of
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squared projection distances between S and all individual subspaces
{Si }

M
i=1 [12]:

d2

Proj (S, {Si }
M
i=1) = kM −

M∑
i=1

tr(SS⊺SiS
⊺
i ). (4)

By utilizing the Equation (4), the Equation (2) can be extended

to introduce the subspace-regularized objective:

min

U ∈Rn×k

M∑
i=1

tr(U ⊺LiU ) + α (kM −
M∑
i=1

tr(UU ⊺UiU
⊺
i )),

s .t . U ⊺ U = I,

(5)

where α controls sub-space regularization. We can rearrange Equa-

tion (4) to present it in a form of standard trace minimization prob-

lem [12]:

min

U ∈Rn×k

M∑
i=1

tr(U ⊺LiU ) + α (kM −
M∑
i=1

tr(UU ⊺UiU
⊺
i ))

= min

U ∈Rn×k
tr(U ⊺

M∑
i=1
(Li − αUiU

⊺
i )U ),

(6)

which, by the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem [30], can be solved as the

first k eigenvectors of the modified Laplacian Lmod =
∑M
i=1(Li −

αUiU
⊺
i ). The eigen decomposition of the matrix Lmod is not in the

scope of the paper, but can be efficiently computed by well-known

algorithms [28].

4.4 Incorporating inter-layer relationship
Even though the subspace-regularized spectral clustering approach

performed well on synthetic dataset [12], real world problems of-

ten require a consideration of inter-layer relationship (similarity)

during the learning process. Such a requirement is caused by the

difference between data modalities and the way they describe the

users [18]. Specifically, for particular applications some data sources

or modalities may be more informative than others. For example,

Foursquare check-ins could be more useful for venue category rec-

ommendation than textual posts, while Twitter text data is of crucial

importance for demographic profiling [19].

Inspired by previous works [6, 18, 54] and based on our observa-

tions, we take a step further in multi-layer clustering by introducing

a novel model regularization schema that guides clustering process

based on predefined inter-layer relationship graph. Given the multi-

layer user relationship graphG, which is constructed as described

in previous sections, let’s assume that there exists a complete undi-

rected inter-layer similarity graph R with the adjacency matrixWR ,

where each value of thematrixwi, j represent the similarity between

i-th and j-th layer of G. WhileWR can be automatically computed

from the data (see next section for details), we first describe our

inter-layer regularized spectral clustering approach.

Essentially, our goal is to regularize the conventional spectral

clustering in such a way that the representation of each layer Ûi
would be computed with respect to the inter-layer similaritieswi, j ,

which are taken from adjacency matrix of the inter-layer relation-

ship graph R. Let’s also note that the approach in Equation (6) re-

lies on pre-computed layers’ Laplacians {Li }
M
i=1 and their spectral

spaces {Ui }
M
i=1. In our work, we apply the inter-layer regularization

on the process of computing the layers’ spectral spaces, so that the

final multi-layer spectral space is computed as in Equation (6). By

using previously defined distance on Grassman manifold, we define

the new objective function for the i-th layer as follows:

min

Ûi ∈Rn×k
tr(Û ⊺i Li Ûi ) + βi (kM −

M∑
j=1, j,i

wi, j tr(Ûi Û
⊺
i UjUj

⊺)),

s .t . Û ⊺i Ûi = I,

(7)

where Û
⊺
i is the new spectral space of the i-th layer, βi — parameter

that controls inter-layer regularization for the layer i , {Uj }
M
j=1 —

spectral spaces of all layers after standard spectral clustering,wi, j —

similarity between layer i and layer j. The problem in Equation (7)

can be then presented as a standard trace minimization:

min

Ûi ∈Rn×k
tr(Û ⊺i Li Ûi ) + βi (kM −

M∑
j=1, j,i

wi, j tr(Ûi Û
⊺
i UjUj

⊺))

= min

Ûi ∈Rn×k
tr(Û ⊺i (Li − βi

M∑
j=1, j,i

wi, jUjUj ⊺)Ûi ),

thus, by the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem, it can be solved as the first k
eigenvectors of the regularized Laplacian L̂ :

L̂i := Li − βi
M∑

j=1, j,i
wi, jUjUj ⊺ .

We now presented all necessary components to define our multi-

layer clustering approach with the following objective function:

min

U ∈Rn×k

M∑
i=1

tr(U ⊺ L̂iU ) + α (kM −
M∑
i=1

tr(UU ⊺Ûi Û
⊺
i ))

= min

U ∈Rn×k
tr(U ⊺

M∑
i=1
(L̂i − αÛi Û

⊺
i )U ),

s .t . U ⊺ U = I .

(8)

To make the clustering procedure clear, we present the pseu-

docode as shown in Algorithm 1.

From the pseudocode, it can be seen that optimization of the

Equation (8) and further clustering consists of four main steps: 1)

Perform conventional spectral clustering on each layer to obtain

Li and Ui ; 2) By incorporating inter-layer relationship graph R,
perform inter-layer relationship regularized spectral clustering on

each layer to obtain L̂i and Ûi ; 3) Execute subspace-regularized

spectral clustering on each layer to obtain L̂mod andU ; 4) Normalize

U to obtainUnorm and execute the x-means clustering over it [35].

The value of the subspace regularization parameter α and the

inter-layer regularization parameters βi can be found by grid search.
In next section, we outline the construction of inter-layer similarity

graph G.

4.5 Computing Inter-Layer Relationship
Intuitively, the inter-layer relationship graph R must represent the

similarity between layers in terms of clustering results, summarized

for different values of k . We thus define the similarity sim(w,q)
between graph layers q andw as a normalized difference between

N × N k-clustering co-occurrence matricesMq,k ,Mw,k , in which

each valuemi, j is equal to 1 if user i is assigned to the same cluster

as user j in both layers w and q, and 0 otherwise. The clustering

co-occurrence matrices are obtained by performing single-layer

spectral clustering on each layer of the multi-layer graph and for
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Algorithm 1 C3R clustering

1: function cluster({Wi }
M
i=1,WR , k , α , {βi }

M
i=1)

▷ {Wi }
M
i=1 are weighted adjacency matrices of layers {Gi }

M
i=1,

WR is adjacency matrix of inter-layer similarity graph,

k is target number of clusters,

α and {βi }
M
i=1 are regularization parameters

2: for i ← [0;M − 1] do
3: Compute Li andUi for Gi [50]

▷ Li is the normalized Laplacian matrix of the layer i ,
Ui is subspace representation of the layer i ,
Gi is ith layer graph

4: Compute L̂i ← Li − βi
∑M
j=1, j,i wi, jUjUj

⊺

▷ L̂i is the regularized Laplacian matrix of ith layer

5: Compute Ûi ∈ R
N×k

▷ Ûi is the the matrix of first k eigenvectors of L̂i [28]
6: end for
7: Compute L̂mod ←

∑M
i=1(L̂i − αÛiÛi

⊺
)

▷ L̂mod is the modified Laplacian matrix [12]

8: ComputeU ∈ RN×k

▷ U is the matrix of first k eigenvectors [28] of L̂mod
9: Normalize rows ofU to getUnorm
10: {C}ki=1 ← finalClustering(Unorm )

▷ finalClustering() is k-means or x-means clustering

11: return {C}ki=1
▷ C1, ...,Ck are cluster assignment

12: end function

different values of k (k = 2..K , where K =
√
N [23]). We then take

an average among relation values obtained for different k :

sim(w, q) =

(
K∑
k=2

(
1 −
| |Mw,k −Mq,k | |√

N (N − 1)

))
/ (K − 1).

The above formulation is the modified and normalized version

of the Partition Difference measurement [29]. Being averaged over

different values of k , it is able to serve as a reliable indicator of the

similarity between different social networks in terms of clustering

results. We explicitly would like to mention that our-proposed inter-

layer relationship graph construction approach is purely automated

and does not require any expert knowledge. This suggests its further

usage for other graph-constraint unsupervised learning approaches.

4.6 Computational time complexity analysis
To analyze the complexity of C3R clustering, we need to estimate

the complexity of each step of Algorithm 1. If N is the number of

users,M the number of graph layers (data modalities), and k is the

number of first eigenvectors to compute, C3R time complexity can

be estimated as O(N 2(M2k + MN + k2)). Below, we discuss the

complexity in more details.

First, each Laplacian (Li ) and eigenvector matrix (Ui ) computa-

tional complexity is O(N 3), which sums up to O(MN 3) for com-

puting them for all graph layers. The computation of each L̂i costs
O(MN 2k), which gives the computational complexity ofO(M2N 2k).
The total cost of Ûi computation is O(MN 3). L̂mod can be com-

puted in O(MN 2k) time. The computation of matrixU takes O(N 3)

time, while the complexity of x-means clustering in spaceUnorm is

O(N 2k2) [35]. The totalC3R time complexity, thus, is O(M2N 2k)+
O(MN 3)+O(N 2k2) = O(N 2(M2k +MN +k2)), whereM,k ≪ N .

5 EVALUATION
5.1 On Community Detection Evaluation
There are two main approaches for evaluating community detec-

tion algorithms: direct evaluation and indirect evaluation. Direct

evaluation uses a quality measure (e.g. Modularity) to compare com-

munity detection results achieved by different algorithms explicitly.

However, there is no any widely accepted measure to quantify com-

munity detection results in the case of multi-source community

discovery. Moreover, many of such quality estimation measures

were found to be weakly related to the actual quality of the de-

tected communities [21]. Indirect evaluation, in turn, compares

results achieved by approaches from other application domains (e.g.

Recommendation, Classification, etc.). Such approaches must be

created based on earlier obtained communities. The latter conforms

well with our study and allows for evaluating both our proposed

cross-source recommendation approach and its backbone — multi-

layer community detection approach. In this work, we thus perform

the indirect evaluation.

5.2 Dataset
To answer our research questions, we evaluate the C3R recommen-

dation framework based on largest available multi-source multi-

modal cross-region social dataset NUS-MSS [19]. The dataset is

provided for three social networks (Twitter, Foursquare, and Insta-

gram), and was collected during the period of 10 July 2014 – 20 Dec
2014 in Singapore, London, and New York [19]. Farseev et al. [19]

first collected a set of active users, who have recently posted tweets

through the cross-linking functionality of Instagram or Swarm mo-

bile apps. Further, authors utilized Twitter REST API to perform

the location-dependent tweets search in three geographical regions.

Based on the active user list, Farseev et al. [19] crawled user gen-

erated contents for those users, who posted their activities from

other social networks on Twitter. For example, each sampled Twit-

ter cross-linking post (e.g. Foursquare check-in) contains a short

link to the original check-in page, where the check-in details are

available [15].

For every geographical region the following five feature types

are provided:

Textual features (3 feature types combined in one vector): 70
LIWC distribution features [36], distribution over 50 LDA topics,

and 14 writing style features [19] from Twitter posts, Instagram

image captions, and Foursquare “shouts”.

Location (VenueCategory) Features: distribution over 764 venue
categories.

Visual features: distribution over 1000 ImageNet [11] concepts,

extracted from Instagram images.

Based on the data collection time frame, Farseev et al. [19]
split NUS-MSS dataset into fixed training and test sets. In other

words, check-ins posted by the same users but in different
time intervals were used to form training and testing sets.
The training set consists of the first 3 months of data, while the

testing set consists of the last 2months. Only users who contributed

content to all three social networks during both train and test set
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time frames were included in the evaluation process
1
. This gives

rise to 1801 users from Singapore, 813 users from London, and 1602

users from New York. The number of recommendation items (venue

categories) in all three geographical regions equals to 764.

5.3 Additionally-Extracted Features
In addition to the features provided by NUS-MSS dataset, we ex-

tracted a 48-dimensional temporal feature and 4 mobility features.

It is known that online activity of social-media users is tightly knit

to temporal and mobility aspects [34], which makes it reasonable

to incorporate such data into community detection process. Intu-

itively, users with similar mobility patterns (i.e. often co-located)

and similar temporal patterns (i.e. often perform activities at similar

time intervals) may have similar interests and can form an interests-

based community. Below, we give a brief description of the mobility

and temporal data features that we used to form mobility and tem-

poral layers of user relationship graph.

The mobility features were computed based on users’ areas of
interest (AOIs) [38], which are geographical regions of user’s high

geo-location density (regardless the geo-location semantic mean-

ing, which could be a geo-located tweet, geo-located Instagram

image, or Foursquare check-in). AOIs were obtained by performing

density-based clustering
2
[41] over the geo locations of each user

and considering the convex hull of each cluster as a new AOI. ε
was computed by analyzing the average distance between neigh-

bors in MinPts-distance graph (MinPts = 3 was selected empir-

ically) [13]. User’s AOIs represent his/her geographical mobility

patterns [34, 38] that can be related to user’s lifestyle and interests.

We extracted the followingMobility And Temporal features:
Average number of posts during each of the 8 daytime du-
rations, where each time duration is 3 hours long. The temporal

features were computed for each data source with respect to week-

day/weekend factor. In total, there were 8 × 3 × 2 = 48 temporal

data dimensions computed. The temporal features indicate users’

temporal online activity and related to their urban mobility [34].

Number of areas of interest (AOI). This feature reflects the mo-

bility side of user’s physical activity. For example, users with the

higher number of AOIs may have a physically intense lifestyle. AOIs

also represent users’ frequent areas of activity (i.e. home, office,

university/school) [38] and may indicate how far users are willing

to travel on a daily basis.

Median size of user’s AOIs3, which indicates users’ mobility in-

side each AOI. The feature is an indicator of users’ traveling habits

inside their main activity areas.

Normalized number of AOI outliers. The feature indicates how
often users visit places that are not located inside their AOI, which

may show how often users deviate from their regular mobility

patterns.

1
The requirement of conducting evaluation based on users with data from all three

social networks is dictated by the necessity to make a fair comparison of clustering

performance on different data source combinations. Such comparison is only possible

in case when the results were obtained based on fixed training and testing sets that

consist of the same users.

2
Most of NUS-MSS’s check-ins belong to three geographical regions (Singapore, New

York, London), which makes it possible to compute DBScan clusters for most of the

NUS-MSS users

3
Where AOI size is defined as the median distance between the center of mass and all

points inside AOI.

Median distance between AOIs. This feature reflects users’ mo-

bility at intra-city/inter-city/international level. Specifically, it shows

how often and how far users travel between their activity zones

and can be useful to infer travel-related user communities.

5.4 Evaluation Measures
To evaluate our framework against competing systems, we chose

the following two widely accepted measures:

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) measure,

which is defined as:

NDCG@p =
DCG@p
IDCG@p

, DCG@p =
p∑
i=1

2
r eli

log
2
(i + 1)

, r eli =
Cati
NCat

,

where IDCG is the maximum possible (Ideal) DCG for a given set

of queries, reli is the graded relevance of the result at position i ,
Cati is number of times user checked-in at venue of category i , and
NCat = 764 is the total number of Foursquare venue categories in

the dataset.

Average Precision (AP ), which is defined as:

AP@p =
1∑p

i=1 ri

p∑
i=1

ri

(∑i
j=1 r j
i

)
, ri =

{
1, i is in top p visited cat.)

0, otherwise.

In this section, we briefly describe competing recommendation

approaches, and different C3R modifications.

5.4.1 Recommender System Baselines.
Popular (POP) — performs recommendation only based on user’s

past experience (distribution on user’s check-ins among 764 Loca-

tion (Venue Category) features in past). To note, it is the special

case of C3R recommendation (Equation (1)), where θ = 0.

PopularAll (POPAll ) — performs recommendation based on ag-

gregated experience of all users, which produces user-independent

recommendation output (764 Venue Category features were uti-

lized).

Multi-Source Re-Ranking (MSRR) [18] — linearly combines

recommendation results from all data modalities and determines

source weights via Stochastic Hill Climbing With Random Restart

(SHCR) (See Farseev et al. [19] for details): wtw = 0.42, wf sq =

0.95, wisnt = 0.36, wtemp = 0.65, wmob = 0.02.

Nearest Neighbor Collaborative Filtering (CF) [2] — produces

recommendation based on top k = 20 (determined by SHCR) most

similar users from the recommendation source (Foursquare, in our

case) using a similarity measure (in our case, Heat distance) over
764 Venue Category features.

Early Fusion (EF) [55] — fuses multi-source data into a single

feature vector (of dimension 1952) and performs recommendation

via CF.

Implicit Feedback-Enhanced Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD++) [27] — makes use of the “implicit feedback” information

in factorization model (trained on 764 Venue Category features),

where λ = 0.67, γ = 0.06, k = 277, iter = 55 are obtained by

SHCR [19].

Factorization Machines (FM) [39] — brings together the advan-

tages of different factorization-based models via regularization. In

our study, we trained FM based on 764 Venue Category features,

utilized the MCMC optimization technique [39] and the regression

loss, where k = 30, iter = 140 are obtained by SHCR [19].
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5.4.2 C3R And Its Modifications.
In four C3R modifications below, recommendation was performed

according to Equation 1, and community detection was performed

over all 1952 features.

C3R — our proposed C3R recommendation approach (Equation 1),

where user communities are detected as minimization of Equa-

tion (8) via the Algorithm 1. The estimated parameters are: k =
10, α = 0.922, βi = 1 (i = 1..M), γ = 1, θ = 0.248, which are

inferred by SHCR. The adjacency matrixWR of the automatically

constructed (See Section 4.5) inter-layer similarity graph is given

below:

WR =

©«

txt loc vis tmp mob
txt 1 0.632 0.621 0.643 0.561

loc 0.632 1 0.614 0.631 0.570

vis 0.621 0.614 1 0.621 0.551

tmp 0.643 0.631 0.621 1 0.560

mob 0.561 0.570 0.551 0.560 1

ª®®®®®®®¬
C3R

−L̂ — C3R recommendation without inter-layer regularization

(βi = 0, i = 1..M), where k = 10, α = 0.521, γ = 1, θ = 0.1 are

obtained by SHCR [19].

C3R
−L̂−Lmod

— C3R recommendation without inter-layer regular-

ization (βi = 0, i = 1..M) and sub-space regularization (α = 0),

where k = 22, γ = 1, θ = 0.147 are obtained by SHCR [19].

C3R−Comm — C3R recommendation without user community ex-

traction (all users are considered to be in the same community).

C3R (DBScan) — C3R recommendation, where user communities

are detected by Density-Based clustering (DBScan) [41]. The DB-

Scan’s ε = 0.9 andMinPts = 6 were obtained by grid search.

C3R (x-means) — C3R recommendation, where user communities

are detected by x-means clustering [35]

C3R (Hierarchical) — C3R recommendation, where user commu-

nities are detected by Hierarchical Clustering. Parameter k = 10

and “single linkage” inter-cluster distance measure were obtained

by grid search.

5.5 Comparing With Baselines
To answer RQ14, we evaluateC3R framework against other recom-

mender systems. The evaluation results are presented in Figure 1.

First, an interesting observation is the poor performance of the

EF approach, regarding both AP and NDCG evaluation metrics,

which, once again [18], suggests the necessity of using proper data

fusion approaches for multi-source learning. On the other hand,

the recommendation approach based on user’s past items distri-

bution (POP) produces comparably good recommendation output,

especially for the small values of p. It means that Foursquare users

tend to re-visit venue categories that they have already visited in

past, which highlights the importance of individual knowledge for

venue category recommendation and allows POP for achieving

high recommendation performance. At the same time, the POPAll
baseline (non-personalized popularity-based recommendation) out-

performs FM and EF approaches concerning NDCG metric, which

suggests the usefulness of group knowledge for recommendation

purposes. Finally, it can be seen that the combination of individ-

ual and group knowledge in C3R significantly outperforms other

4
Is it possible to improve the recommendation performance by integrating individual

and group knowledge?

baselines in terms of both AP and NDCG evaluation metrics. This

confidently confirms the necessity of individual and group knowl-

edge integration and positively answers RQ1.
Let us also highlight the weak performance of the factorization-

basedmodels. For example, even after proper negative sampling [24],

FM is not able to perform relevant recommendation in the head

of the recommendation list, which explains its poor performance

in terms of NDCG measure. At the same time, SVD++ fails to out-

perform others in terms of Precision, which could be explained by

the limited applicability of the “implicit feedback” concept to the

task of venue category recommendation. Specifically, the fact that

some users did not visit a venue of a particular category does not

necessarily mean that they do not appreciate such venue type. Al-

ternatively, such behavior could be a result of the geographical [34]

or social [31] constraints. Another interesting observation is the

advance of popularity-based baseline (POP) over other recommen-

dation approaches in New York region (regardingAP ). The possible
explanation is that Foursquare users often re-visit venues of the

same category, which means that their corresponding training and

test sets significantly overlap in many cases (regarding item distri-

butions). The last is not typical for recommendation systems and

may lead to the sub-optimal performance.

5.6 Comparing C3R Modifications
To answer RQ25, we compare different C3R modifications, which

include different variants of our proposed community detection

approach as well as other state-of-the-art clustering approaches.

The evaluation results are presented in Figure 2.

First, we note that the non-regularized version of the framework

(C3R
−L̂−Lmod

) performs the worst against its relatives and other

clustering algorithms. This is due to the inability of such non-

regularized clustering to build a consistent latent representation,

which does not consider inter-network relationship and leads to

poor recommendation performance. At the same time, the inter-

layer regularized C3R framework beat all the baselines in all three

cities, which could not be achieved by its non-regularized versions

(C3R
−L̂−Lmod

,C3R
−L̂ ,C

3R−Comm ). The above observation suggests

the importance of subspace regularization in combination with

inter-source regularization for balanced user-community detection

and, as a result, better recommendation performance. It also allows

us to give a positive response to RQ2.
Let us also outline the good performance of other clustering

approaches, where the recommendation based on x-means cluster-

ing (C3R (x-means)) performs slightly better than other clustering

baselines. The above is consistent with the previous study [17] and

can be explained by algorithm’s ability to automatically infer the

parameter k (number of clusters), which allows for finding more

distinctive (regarding Bayesian Information Criterion) user com-

munities and, eventually, provide more relevant recommendation.

5.7 Comparing Data Source Combinations
To gain insight into the role of different data sources (modalities)

for venue category recommendation and answer RQ36, we evalu-
ate our framework trained on all data modalities against different

5
Does inter-source relationship information enable us to find better user communities?

6
What the contribution is of each data source (modality) towards venue category

recommendation?
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Figure 1: Evaluation of C3R framework against other recommendation approaches (NDCG@p, AP@p)
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Figure 2: Recommendation performance of different modifications of C3R framework (different clustering algorithms)
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Figure 3: Recommendation performance of C3R framework based on different data source combinations
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data modality combinations. Due to space constraints, in Figure 3

we do not present all feature combinations (31 different combina-

tions), but only show the combinations that include Temporal and

Mobility features. For example, the combination “Text” includes

Textual, Temporal, and Mobility features, while the combination

“Text + Location (Venue Category)” includes Text, Location (Venue

Category), Temporal, and Mobility features.

It is not surprising that the recommendation purely based on

venue category distribution performs the best among all single-

modal baselines in all three cities [18]. The reason is that the venue

category data from Foursquare contains explicit knowledge about

the distribution of recommendation items in the training set, and

thus can forecast the distribution of items in the test set accu-

rately. Bi-source combination results also provide for interesting

observations. For example, the Location (Venue Category) + Text

combination achieves the best recommendation performance in

London and New York regions, but not in Singapore (where text

from Twitter gives way to Instagram images). The possible reason

is the differences in daily social media usage patterns in different

geographical regions: London and New York users mainly post

interest-related messages on Twitter, while Singapore users (where

Twitter is not widely used) upload pictures of their interests on

Instagram (i.e. pictures of food [31]). The above is also supported

by the previous study [19], where image data plays a crucial role

for the task of multi-source demographic profiling in Singapore.

Lastly, we also notice that the combination of all data sources per-

forms the best for all three geographical regions, where the maxi-

mum recommendation performance is achieved in Singapore. This

could be possibly because of the fact that Singapore has the largest

amount of available multi-source data, in comparison with New

York and London [19]. Summarizing the above, we answer the
RQ3 by highlighting the importance of venue category, tem-
poral and location-based data as a major contributors towards

recommendation performance. At the same time, depending on

geographical region and users’ posting behavior, visual data and
textual data may impact differently, while the combination
of all data sources allows for achieving the best recommen-
dation performance in most of the cases.

5.8 Qualitative Evaluation
The key idea of our recommendation approach is the incorporation

of group knowledge into recommendation via detecting relevant

user communities from multiple social multimedia data sources.

The evaluation against the baselines indirectly shows the ability of

C3R framework to detect important user communities. To support

our answer to RQ2 and demonstrate the community detection per-

formance explicitly, in Table 2, we have listed the profiles of the 3

largest user communities detected in Singapore. User profiles are

constructed as a “bag-of-words” over textual, visual, and location

data modalities. From the table, it can be seen that most popular

data representations (“words”) in all data modalities are consistent

with each other and represent distinct user communities. For exam-

ple, the user community “Com1” is represented by words: “device”,

“launcher”, “android”; visual concepts: “mouse”, “digital clock”, “hard

disk”; and venue categories: “electronics store”, “startup”, “technol-

ogy building”. We thus named this community as “Gadgets”. The

distinctness of detected user communities allows C3R to perform

Table 2: User communities profiles

Community Bag of Words for different modalities
Text Visual Location

(Com1)
“Gadgets”
832 users

device,

launcher,

android

mouse, digital

clock, hard

disc

electronics

store, tech.

building

(Com2)
“Arts”
538 users

painting,

landscape,

reflection

obelisk, paint-

brush, pencil

box

arts & crafts

store, arts &

museum

(Com3)
“Food”
446 users

dining,

coffee,

cooking

pineapple, mi-

crowave, fry-

ing pan

italian restau-

rant, pizzeria,

restaurant

collaborative filtering based on those social media users, who are se-

mantically “close” to the user of the recommendation system, which

helps to boost the recommendation performance. The inter-modal

consistency of the community profiles shows thatC3R can perform

balanced clustering on a multi-layer graph, which is achieved via

inter-layer regularization. The overall results suggest the applica-

bility of the proposed techniques for a task of multi-source user

community detection and encourage further research along these

directions.

6 LIMITATIONS
Although C3R outperforms the baselines, there are several limita-

tions that we would like to highlight. First, our proposed multi-

source clustering approach requires simultaneous availability of

data from all three social networks. This does not allow for its

usage in a cold-start settings. Such problem could be addressed by

introducing multi-source data completion prior to clustering pro-

cess, or by performing late model fusion [18]. Another limitation is

the time complexity of the framework, which is introduced by the

graph Laplacians computation. The issue could be potentially re-

solved via reformulating the spectral clustering problem in a smaller

space [10]. Particularly, by replacing N × N graph Laplacians with

P × P matrices (P ≪ N ), a solution of mathematically-equivalent

problem in significantly reduced space could be obtained. The fi-

nal clustering could be then recovered from the obtained solution,

while P can be chosen to be much smaller than N so that the run-

ning time could grow almost linearly to N [10]. We plan to address

the above limitations in our future work.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a study on cross-source collaborative

recommendation. The proposed recommendation framework C3R
utilizes both individual and group knowledge to solve a task of

venue category recommendation. Individual knowledge is modeled

as the distribution among venue categories that user has visited

in past, while group knowledge is modeled as the distribution of

Foursquare venue categories among user community members.

The user communities are detected based on novel regularized

spectral clustering approach that is able to perform an efficient

partitioning of multi-layer user relations graph. By performing

comprehensive evaluation against the state-of-the-art baselines

and different data source combinations, we demonstrated that our

proposed user-community-empowered venue category recommen-

dation framework can achieve superior recommendation perfor-

mance. Additionally, we contributed a new fully-automated method
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for inter-network relationship graph construction, which eliminates

the necessity of involving a pre-defined expert knowledge.
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